Chief Executive Officer’s Note
- Levi Gomagoma
“Knowing that we operate
in an environment that is
relentlessly yearning for our
solutions for the betterment
livelihoods, we always seek
to convey our practical
solutions and experiences
in writing for your perusal
so that you appreciate the
value we are creating for
our clients.”
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Hi everyone!
t feels good to bring you yet another edition of the FISD newsletter. In this
issue we lay under microscope a cross section of the various projects that the
FISD group has been working on for some time now. Some of the projects are
work in progress while others were ably done by our people.

Knowing that we operate in an environment that is relentlessly yearning for our
solutions for the betterment livelihoods, we always seek to convey our practical
solutions and experiences in writing for your perusal so that you appreciate the value
we are creating for our clients.
I and the editorial team appreciate everybody that contributed to this publication and
I wish you a great time reading it. Trust me it’s a good read and you will not regret
going through each character printed. God bless!
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Who we are?

FISD Limited (FISD Ltd) is a wholly owned Malawian company registered under
the limited by Shares Company Act of 1985. FISD ltd is a revenue generating
entity of the Foundation for Irrigation and Sustainable Development (FISD); a
local NGO that was formed with an aim of spearheading Sustainable development
and promoting the livelihood of the rural to complement the Malawi Government’s
efforts for the same. FISD Ltd specializes in Design and Implementation of
Innovative Irrigation, Water Supply Engineering works, clean energy and
Financing.

What we do?

We specialize in Design and Implementation of Innovative Irrigation and Water
Supply Engineering works, farming, agribusiness, renewable energy and Financing.

How we do?

The group has a clear strategy of using its collective skills, state of the art technologies
and understanding of markets to develop a unique value proposition to clients

Why we do it?

To promote the livelihood of Malawians through enhancement of their food and
income security and mitigation of energy poverty.

Our People

Our people are crucial in the delivery of our
services and solution to our clients. In order to
ensure that everyone is equipped with the right
skill, knowledge and attitude, a comprehensive
training program is put in place to constantly
upgrade our people in technical and management
skills.
We believe firmly in providing the right training,
accredited certification and practical knowledge
for our people, in order for them to execute their
duties and responsibilities confidently. Our aim
is to stay relevant to the ever-changing market
FISD Team of professionals
place and client’s requirement.
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Our Main Divisions
FISD
Construction:

Registered with NCIC as Civil Engineering
Contractor in the Unlimited Category and is
responsible in implementing Irrigation and Water
Supply Civil Works

FISD Drilling Contractors:

The division is responsible for Ground water Exploration and
Drilling registered with NCIC as specialists in Borehole
Drilling. The only Drilling Contractor in Malawi that can drill
as deep as 750 meters.

FIFAD:

FISD Finance for Agriculture Development
is registered with Reserve Bank of Malawi as
a Micro Credit Agency providing loans for
investments in Irrigated Agriculture. This
division is on its superhighway to Agricultural
Bank migration.
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FISD Solar and Electrical
Contractors:

Spearhead Engineering Works in Solar Pumping
Irrigation Systems and in Mini/Micro Solar
Off grid systems and self-Consumption and
Backup on Grid systems.Bank migration.
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Statement of Philosophy
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he Foundation for Irrigation and Sustainable Development (FISD) wishes to maintain a work
environment that fosters personal and professional growth for all employees. Maintaining such
an environment is the responsibility of every staff member. Because of their role, managers and
supervisors have the additional responsibility to lead in a manner which fosters an environment
which is conducive for all staff. It is therefore the responsibility of all staff to:
Foster cooperation and communication among each other
Treat each other in a fair manner, with dignity and respect
Promote harmony and teamwork in all relationships
Strive for mutual understanding of standards for performance expectations, and communicate routinely
to reinforce that understanding
Encourage and consider opinions of other employees or members, and invite their participation in
decisions that affect their work and their careers
Encourage career growth and development of employees by helping them achieve their personal goals
at FISD and beyond
Seek to avoid workplace conflict, and if it occurs, respond fairly and quickly to provide the means to
resolve it
Administer all policies equitably and fairly, recognizing that jobs are different but each is important;
that individual performance should be recognized and measured against predetermined standards; and
that each employee has the right to fair treatment
Recognize that employees in their personal lives may experience crisis and show compassion and
understanding
Ensure that all staff strive to observe and follow different policies available at FISD i.e. child
protection, HIV and AIDs etc.
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Foreword

he Foundation for irrigation and Sustainable development (FISD)
was established in 2005 to improve the livelihood of the rural
Malawians. Understanding the troubles that came with the credit
crunch and how unsustainable running and relying solely on donor
funds is, FISD registered FISD limited company to support its
operations via Design and Implementation of Sustainable Innovative Irrigation and
Water Supply Engineering works, Solar Energy, agri-business and Financing all
this done through its (FISD Limited’s) subsidiaries namely; FISD Construction,
FISD Fund now FISD Finance for Agriculture Development (FIFAD), FISD
Solar and Irrigation Services, FISD Drilling and FISD Agribusiness.

In the just ended financial year FISD achieved a number of milestones in the
various works that it was entrusted with across all its divisions. In this report are
some of the works that FISD undertook along with the notable milestones achieved
within each of the divisions.

Top Management office

Top management Meeting room
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New Financial year,
New Office Space
FISD Limited Company
and NGO started the year
2018 with a lot of new
things. The group moved
into their first owned office
space in area 28. The space
is large enough such that it
houses all the departments
and boasts of a spacious
showroom capable of
enabling it to serve its
clientele better. The office
space also has enough
parking space that
even harbors FISD
Construction’s plants.

At the beginning of the year we experienced the change of Executive
Directorate reign from Moses Chirambo to Kondwani Nanchukwa.
During his acceptance speech Kondwani Nachukwa laid out a
number of great things that he believed FISD would achieve in the
year if it maintained both the hardworking spirit and team work.
In 2018 FISD also moved into its first ever own-premises. The
FISD building houses all the departments, a state of the art banking
hall and a spacious show room. To show its commitment in the war
against waste, FISD also rolled out the operations of its staff guest
house in CI, Blantyre.
FISD also hosted 15 interns under the Malawi government youth
jobs program. These interns have been placed in the various departments of the FISD Group. Some of the interns have been incorporated into the system and are now FISD staff.

I

5 years Strategic Planning

Upper View of the
showroom

n Lee Bolman words, “without a vision a strategy remains an illusion”. Towards the close of the
2018 financial year, FISD undertook a series of strategic planning sessions. The planning was for
the years 2019 to 2024. During this five years planning, FISD also redefined its mission, vision and
values and it was agreed that each subsidiary will have its strategies all feeding into the achievement
of the FISD Group goals.

Value Statement

VISION
To be a champion solution provider in irrigation, water and clean energy in Sub-Saharan Africa.

MISSION
To provide highest quality, processional and innovative irrigation, water and clean energy solutions.

CORE VALUES
At Foundation for Irrigation and Sustainable Development (FISD), creating a positive business culture is
of great importance and our shared values help us create a platform for interacting with each other as well
as our clients.

Commitment: Doing what is required, do it well and exceed expectations
Integrity: Doing the right thing irrespective of the situation
Professionalism: Adhering to standards
Hard Work: Putting quality time and effort in what we do
Ownership: Taking responsibility of the process and results
Teamwork: Ability to work with others to achieve a common goal
Results Oriented: Being focused to achieve the desired outcomes in time.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

B

eing a 100% indigenous company, FISD
Limited always seeks to give back to
Malawians in appreciation of their support. In
2018 FISD had a number corporate social
events. The first event of the year was the
Benjamin Dube show that FISD Limited Company
contributed a cool K2 million towards the preparation of the
show which was organized by Chikuluti CCAP church.
FISD also bankrolled Skeffa Chimoto’s Masomphenya
album launch that took place at the Bingu International The Minister of Youth, Sports and manpower
Development presenting a dummy cheque to a
Convention Centre. FISD Limited contributed K1.5
Be-Foward Wanderers FC official
Million towards the organization of the launch.

In August 2018, FISD announced a 20% increase of the
FISD Challenge Cup sponsorship from the K50 million of
2017 to K60 million of 2018. This third edition of the
sponsorship was a success and the championship was won
by Mighty Be forward Wanderers at the gigantic Bingu
National Stadium in a fun packed event that was graced
by the honorable Minister of youth, Sports and Manpower
Development.
Towards the end of December 2018, FISD also donated
K5 million to the National Youth Council of Malawi. The
The Minister of Youth, Sports and Manpower
donation went towards the Youth Agribusiness project that Development Receiving the Donation from
NYCOM is implementing
FISD Directors
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FISD Solar &
Irrigation Services Company

I

n an effort to combat energy poverty, FISD Solar and Irrigation
Services Company (FSIS) launched a home solar lighting
system; a green and clean energy, unique and innovative product
running on Lithium Phosphate battery and first time in Malawi
with a 65 hours uptime per each full charge. The system
comprises of a 12 watts solar panel, four lighting bulbs, two phone
charging ports, a 6000mAh and an in built radio. This system
compliments the government’s effort of electrifying the rural and
providing energy to those that cannot afford a grid connection. The
model we have designed is to offer it for free to the rural masses and
recover the investment cost gradually (2 years), in form of very affordable
usage tokens, after which the systems become theirs and can use for free.
FSIS also supplied 2000 FISD Solar Home Lighting units to JTI
International, who acquired them for their tobacco farmers.
Drip kits have also proved to be another sizzling product that FISD
continue to use in its quest of transforming lives. FISD supplied 72 units
of drip kits to FAO. These drip kits were installed in several schemes and
are being used by various farmer in the production of the cash crops. 6
units of drip kits were also supplied to JTI.
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Battery room of
the mini grid

Transformer and Transmission
lines

FISD Solar and Irrigation Services Company Continues to build upon its
successes in clean energy. In 2018 FISD built the first ever solar mini grid
in Malawi. The mini-grid generates a total of 75kw and is used to power
classrooms, clinics, 5 irrigation pumps and key trading centers in 4 villages of
Nsanje and Chikwawa districts. (Makoka, Nyabvuwu, Mwalija and Oleole).
The construction of the minigrid was finalized in March, 2018.
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FISD Drilling
The Drilling team
drilling a borehole

2018 was another good year for FISD Drilling Company. The company was entrusted to work on huge
projects by several clients. The company extended its clientele coverage as it worked with organizations and
individuals it hadn’t worked with before.
The Ministry Of Finance, Economic Planning and Development, Malawi Drought Recovery and
Resilience Project in collaboration with the Southern Region Water Board (SRWB) after a thorough
scrutiny of bidders, entrusted FISD Drilling with the drilling of high yielding boreholes (including siting and
development); Transmission pipes lines and solar sets ins Ntchisi (2 sites), Mchinji, Nkhotakota, Madisi,
Ntcheu, Bembeke and Dedza. The project encompassed borehole site Identification, borehole drilling, pump
testing, cement Grouting, Supply and Construction of solar units for each borehole. This project was
successfully done by the subsidiary.
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FISD Drilling also worked on Central Region Water board’s Drilling of High Yield
Boreholes and Solar project. The project involved site identification, borehole
drilling, pump testing, cement grouting, supply and construction of solar units for
each borehole. This project was executed in Ntchisi, Mchinji, Nkhotakota, Ntcheu,
Bembeke, and Dedza.
In the year under review, FISD Drilling was also contracted by Malawi Mangoes
to drill 11 boreholes in Salima. Its sister company, FISD Solar and Irrigation
Services Company installed a solar powered water pump for each borehole drilled.
The pumps are used to supply water to 11 orchards in the 11 villages.
Towards the end of the year (2018), FISD Drilling also successfully drilled 17
boreholes for Feed the Children in Dowa. The project was finished almost at the
same time with the Water for People project where the company drilled 14 boreholes
in selected villages of Chikhwawa district.
To live its mission of being the champion solution provider in water and irrigation,
the subsidiary embarked on a ground breaking acquisition of the first ever largest
drilling rig in Malawi. The rig can drill up to 750m deep at up to a 300mm
diameter.
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Rig 4; The New
Drilling Rig

FISD
Construction

T

he major projects for the subsidiary were the Malawi
Government water supply project in Phalombe and Ntcheu
districts. In Ntcheu the subsidiary built intake weirs at
Dombole, Kasinje and Nanyongu. FISD Construction also
fitted slow sand filters, clear water tanks, screening tanks,
transmission pipelines and tap stands and taps.
In Phalombe intake weirs were constructed in Sombani. Sedimentation tanks,
22 clear water tanks along with their transmission pipelines were also constructed.
In December taps and tap stands were also fitted.
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Transmission Pipeline in
Sombani, Phalombe

FISD Construction also worked on a COWATER project that covered various
health centers and Kasungu District Hospital. The project involved drilling of
boreholes, installation of submersible pumps and construction of tank stands. In
Kaluluma and Santhe Health Centers tank stands were constructed while at
Kasungu District Hospital a single tank stand was constructed and 8 are yet to
be constructed. Finally, the project will also see the construction of 6 tank stands,
each for the boreholes drilled in Chitipa.

MSIA: Towards food and Income Security

The sheer notion of always waiting on rains for everyday food provision is a recipe
for food insecurity. Due to overdependence on rain-fed agriculture, for a long
time farmers of T/A Kalolo in Lilongwe West have been facing challenges in
their agricultural activities.
However, the farming community in the area has been seeing its fortunes change
since the Foundation for Irrigation and Sustainable Development (FISD), in
collaboration with Farmers Forum for Trade and Social Justice (FAFOTRAJ)
started implementing the Mtete Sustainable Irrigated Agriculture (MSIA)
Project, with the main objective of ensuring that by 2018, farmers in the area
are food and income secure through sustainable irrigated agriculture.
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An aerial view of
the Mtete Dam

The MSIA Project started in August, 2016 with funding from the European
Union (EU). The initiative covers areas of seven Group Village Headmen of
Mvuto, Mchadza, Chipanga, Mbang’ombe, Mkhozomba, Chalimba and
Chilowe in Ming’ongo Extension Planning Area (EPA) under the Lilongwe
West District Agriculture Development Office.
The MSIA Project basically complements Malawi Government’s effort to
eradicate the challenges that are being faced by the agriculture sector in most
parts of the country and is part of the Government’s Agricultural Sector Wide
Approach Support Project (ASWAp) whose funding is channeled through
the Multi Donor Trust Fund (MDTF).The EU contribution to the MDTF
resulted from the Financing Agreement signed between the European
Commission and the Republic of Malawi in 2012 in view of financing ASWAp
and the Green Belt Initiative (GBI). The project target is basically an agrarian
community with main focus on production of maize, groundnuts and tobacco.
The specific objectives of ASWAP-GBI are: To improve the productivity and
efficiency of small scale farmers through sustainable irrigation development and
to directly influence the prevailing land use practices with the objective of
improving the sustainable yield of the water sources required for the long-term
viability of the irrigation schemes to be funded within the project.
The MSIA Project is being carried out with the main objective of enhancing
food and income security by the year 2018 of at least 324 farm families,
reaching out to a total of 1,994 people. The target is basically an agrarian
community with main focus on production of maize, groundnuts and tobacco.
The project envisages achieving the following: improved annual crop production;
build the capacity of farmers to sustainably manage the developed gravity-fed
irrigation scheme; enhance natural resources and environmental conservation
within Namitete river catchment, and build capacity of farmers in commercial
agriculture.
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Dam used for crop
irrigation purposes

Apart from promotion of irrigated farming, the project also includes various other
interventions such as: promotion of afforestation, promotion of sustainable land
management including soil and water conservation, promotion of farmer business
schools (FBS), promotion of cultivation of drought tolerant crop varieties and
capacity building initiatives. So far the project has seen the successful
construction of a 12 meter high dam with the capacity of storing 513,000 cubic
meters volume of water in total. This water shall be able to irrigate a scheme of
approximately 80 hectares of farm land for a period of not less than five months
enabling farmers to irrigate their crops all year round and harvesting up to three
times a year.
For the successful implementation of the project and its sustainability beyond
EU funding, the local communities were involved from the onset. FISD and
FAFOTRAJ carried out community and district level sensitization meetings for
awareness creation involving District Executive Committee (DEC), District
Advisory Executive Committee Council (DAECC) which are at District level
followed by Area Development Committee (ADC) at Traditional Authority
and Village Development Committee (VDC) at Group and Village Headmen
levels respectively. Through these local structures, communities were mobilized
through the development of joint/participatory action plans.
The Project also led to the establishment of Mtete Water Users Associations
(WUA). The interim WUA Board was elected by the General Assembly in the
catchment and subsequent training was provided to the members. The formation
of the WUA was very important in the project as the WUA was responsible for
supervision of all dam construction works including construction of physical
structures in the irrigation scheme.
Community sensitizations on natural resources management was done to create
awareness of environmental and natural resources management (ENRM)
aspects of the project. This was followed by the establishment and training of
Community Based Natural Resources Management Committees (CBNRMC)
and Village Natural Resources Management Committees (VNRMC). 2017
was one good year that saw the completion of the construction of the structures
on the scheme. It is the year landmarked by hard way that even saw the
committees lead in the management of trees that were procured by the project and
distributed to the target communities. The project so far has procured 60,000
tree seedlings against the target of 5000 tree seedlings in the period under review.
In the same year FISD further tilled the 40 hectares of land that was developed
in the year and pre-financed the project beneficiaries with production costs with
the farmers required to pay back upon selling their produce to Seed Co, which
FISD linked them with.
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Underground
irrigation water
system

In 2018 the project made tremendous achievements. Towards meeting the objective
of improving the annual production of small scale farmers in the area, The Mtete
farmers cultivated crops such as maize, Irish potatoes, onion and tomatoes under
irrigation, covering a total area of 15 hectares (maize 8ha, 7 ha for other gross
margins). Most of the farmers were supported with all the inputs that were invested
in the farming in form of soft loans that will be paid back to the trust fund of the
scheme and to be a revolving fund. The maize and Irish crops are being harvested
and the former will be sold as green maize. Other crops such as onions and
tomatoes to be harvested late February, 2019.
In order to build the capacity of farmers to sustainably manage the developed
gravity-fed irrigation scheme, WUA underwent general management training. Over
40 WUA members participated in these trainings and received manuals to refresh
their memory. There was also a joint Mtete WUA and Mtete farmer cooperative
learning visit to Bwanje irrigation scheme where a lot of issues were learnt ranging
from operation and management of the two bodies, the cooperative and the WUA.
To enhance natural resources and environmental conservation within Namitete River
catchment, the project also acquired 80,000 seedlings which will soon be planted
in the river bank. Village natural resources committees were also formulated for all
the eight Group Village Headmen and were trained in nursery establishment and
management.
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A a project beneficiary
irrigating his maize field

In a quest of building farmers capacity in commercial oriented agriculture, the
project facilitated the establishment of the Mtete Farmer Cooperative whose 73
members were later trained in areas such as business plan development and
implementation and financial management.
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Table for Two Project

ike Many African countries, Malawi
experiences low enrolment in the
primary school due to, among
other things, poverty. Most families fail to provide the basic necessities to school going children. Despite
government’s efforts through offering free primary
education-like the case in Malawi- children
usually go to school on an empty stomach. This
affects their learning and subsequently acts as a
catalyst for absenteeism which is later followed by
high dropout rates.
To address this, the Ministry of Education Science and Technology (MoEST)
through the 2008 School Health and Nutrition Strategy (SHN), advocates for
the provision of school meals with an aim of reducing dropouts and at the same
time, improving the nutritional well-being of the children. Since then, a lot of
organizations have supported government’s efforts on such through provision of
the school meals materials.
Foundation for Irrigation and Sustainable Development (FISD), a local NGO,
is one of such organizations which, through donor funds, has for the past decade
been involved in the school meals program. Currently, FISD is working with JTI
through the ARISE program, in implementing the Irrigated School Gardens
for Sustainable School Meals Project (ISGSSMP).

Currently, the project is being implemented in three countries namely Malawi,
Zambia and Tanzania. Malawi alone has 12 schools in three districts. Dowa
has two schools (Mlengwe and Manthimba), Lilongwe has five schools
(Malikha, Mnkhupa, Kanthonga, Mnchemani and Chiponde) and Ntcheu has
five schools as well (Dauka, Kampanje, Livulezi, Muuso and Ganya). Zambia
has seven Schools (Chikomeni, Mwita, St. Margret, Vizenge, Lukusuzi,
Mphomwa and Diwa).
In this project, schools own gardens on which they plant crops watered either
by rains or irrigation. At first, they would grow maize and the harvests were
being used in the preparation of school meals but the project has now gone
commercial i.e. the schools are being urged to grow high value cash crops so that
the proceeds should be used in purchasing school meals materials.
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School Pupils eating
porridge

Project Composition

The ISGSSMP has the following components;

a.
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Prior to establishment of a garden, hydrologists
determine the availability of ground water. If the
school has enough ground water, a borehole is drilled.
The school is then furnished with a full irrigation kit
that comprises; a solar powered pump, solar panels,
an overheard tank, pipeline network and hydrants for
easy irrigation. One hydrant extends to the school
blocks and is used for drinking and washing hands
after visiting the toilet.
Solar Array at Chiponde primary School
b.
AGRONOMY
To manage the crops better, schools are drilled on
different crop husbandry practices and how to make
their own manure using inorganic fertilizers. This
helps them to spend less on inorganic fertilizer which
consequently leads to increased profits.
In 2018 the project reached a number of noteworthy
milestones. To start with, there was a 23.1%
cumulative increase in the number of leaners in the
target schools. The project also registered an increase
in the number of meals provided in schools like
Mnkhupa, Kanthonga and Mlengwe which provided
up to four meals in a single week. In the year under
review, some schools also made a great deal of cash
from sales of the school garden produce. Mnkhupa
made MK328, 000 from 935kg of onions planted in
the winter whereas Lukusuzi Primary school made a
cumulative amount of MK585, 000 from the sales of
Onion and Cabbage. The project also constructed
decent kitchens, storerooms and fuel efficient stoves in
all the schools.
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Part of onions that was harvested from the school gardens

WFP Funded School Meals Project

n Ertharin Cousin’s words, “You can keep saving the same lives every year,
we need to make changes to their lives so they don’t need saving”. For some
years now, the World Food Program has been committed to arresting
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starvation engineered primary school dropout. Their efforts date back to 1994
when their pioneering project was incepted and have since worked with 24
schools. WFP has for a long time been using two models; centralised and
decentralised model.
In the centralised model processed food items such as Soy-Corn Blend flour are
distributed to Schools for social support. In decentralised model, with specific
reference to WFP, fund are transferred through the district councils so that
schools can purchase food items locally. The problem in the above models was
that they lack sustainability strategy once the donors pull out.
Seeing that the model being implemented by FISD in Sustainable Irrigated
School Gardens for Sustainable School meals project is sustainable, WFP
thought of partnering with FISD to try its model on two schools in Salima and
Dedza. The main aim of the project is to reduce school dropout rates among
primary school pupils through provision of nutritious schools meals (Mainly
Corn-Soya Blend).
Currently, the project is still in its production stage. The year 2017 saw the
construction works take shape to almost 90% complete. The only things
remaining are pipeline network fittings and elevation of water storage tanks.
Since this is rainy season, the schools have been urged to prepare nursery beds
in readiness for tomato and onion planting. Actually, the school meals are
supposed to be given on a daily basis but for a start the frequency among the
schools ranges from two to three times a week.
With the inclusion of the agribusiness component in the project, there is greater
hope than before that the frequency will surely increase.

Project Composition

The ISGSSMP has the following components;

a.
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Prior to establishment of a garden, hydrologists determine the availability of
ground water. If the school has enough ground water, a borehole is drilled. The
school is then furnished with a full irrigation kit that comprises; a solar powered
pump, solar panels, an overheard tank, pipeline network and hydrants for easy
irrigation. One hydrant extends to the school blocks which is used for drinking
and washing hands after visiting the toilet.
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Soya beans farm provides
blend beans flour that is
distributed to Schools for
social support.

b.
AGRONOMY
To better manage the crops planted in the gardens, schools are drilled on different
crop husbandry practices. That aside, schools are also taught on how to make
their own manure using inorganic fertilizers. This helps them to spend lesson
inorganic fertilizer which consequently leads to increased profits.
c.
AGRIBUSINESS
With addition of the commercial dimension in the school gardens, they are taught
on how to select high value crops, secure good markets and manage finances.
In the 2018 cropping season, the projected
covered around 30% of an acre in each of
the school from which over K420, 000
was realized per each school. In 2018 the
schools also harvested 424kgs of onions.
The project also arranged and implemented
s ens itization meetings with Area
Development Committees, school
committees, the community and District,
Development Coordinating Committee.
These committees were also trained in
group dynamics and best crop production
practices.
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Part of the Mua school
garden

INACoSH Project

ith a US$ 718,201.00grant, FISD is implementing the
Integrated Approaches to Natural Resources Management
and Conservation for sustainable Hydro-power (INA-CoSH)
Project in the Lunzu-Linjidzi (Blantyre) priority sub-catchment
under the Environmental and Natural Resources Management
(ENRM) project funded by MCA-Malawi. The project seeks to address the
ENRM related prevailing challenges leading to the inefficient power generation
by Electricity Generation Company (EGENCO).

Specifically the project intends to contribute towards sustainable community
poverty reduction through social economic empowerment and it envisages that at
least 13,000 farm families in the sub-catchment would benefit through a myriad
of approaches for management, conservation and protection of natural resources.
One of the key interventions that has drawn the attention of many people in
Blantyre and the surrounding districts is the promotion of solar Irrigation
farming, through the construction of Bakasala Solar Irrigation Scheme.
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Enhanced Crop Productivity Through Solar Irrigation

Construction of the 60-hectare scheme started in 2015 and is located in two
Traditional Authorities of Chigaru and Lundu in Blantyre district. In the year
2018 about 20 hectares was under rice, maize and vegetable crops production.
Rice farmers have enjoyed increased agricultural productivity using,
environmental and natural resource friendly technologies, thanks to FISD.
About 20 hectares was developed for rice production and was cultivated by
121 farmers (75 Women and 98 men). The value of this portion came along
due to the installation of the solar irrigation system which has conveyed water to
previously inaccessible sites.
A total of 50.6 tons was harvested from the 20 hectares and the farmers will
make around K10, 125,000.00 from sales. This represents 2.5 tons per hectare
productivity achieved in the season (2018). The revenue per individual farmer
increased by 73% from 2017 earnings. Most of these farmers used to grow rice
in other limited areas with residual moisture. Now they have the opportunity of
cultivating larger portions for their rice thereby realizing increased yield. Given
below
is the case
Fisd Challenge
Cup of one farmer who had grown rice in the scheme. Aside rice,
other farmers cultivated onions, maize, chilies and egg plants but on smaller area.
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The irrigation canal and the
solar array powering the water
pump in the pump house
appearing in the background

Improved Livelihoods Through Village Savings Loans
The project has also targeted women economic empowerment through Village
Savings Loan group promotion. A total of 52 V.S.L. groups are operational this
quarter (By December 2018) with a membership of 1543 of which 648 are
women representing 42%, 898 are men representing 58%. The participants
are engaged in business activity after getting loans which is translating into
improvement in household income and general livelihood including acquisition
of productive assets. By the end of the year 2018, the project had successfully
diverted 65% of the VSLs members from charcoal production, the household
income for individual households also increased by 40%. The year also saw a
12% increase in access to productive assets.

Enhanced ENRM Through Promotion of Afforestation

In an effort to curb deforestation facing the community, FISD has been
promoting afforestation activities in the catchment. Cumulatively, a total of
163 tree communal woodlots were created in the catchment with adaptable
fast growing tree species such as Acacia Siamea and Acacia Galpini. This has
been achieved with the community’s active participation. The community
perceives the benefit from the intervention which ranges from soil erosion control
to household usage. This aims at lessening the pressure exerted on the natural
resources in the catchment. Some trees were planted along river banks and in
homesteads. By end of 2018 over 799, 095 trees were planted with a survival
rate of over 81%.
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Part of the trees that
have been planted
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PRAFOCRECC

n a quest to promote the right to adequate food, the Foundation for Irrigation
and Sustainable Development (FISD) in collaboration with Green Livelihood
(GL) embarked on a project in Dowa district with funding from the Dan
Church Aid (DCA). The project has been operational for the previous
two years in Chivala EPA in the district. The project sets out to promote
accessibility to productive assets among right holders; improve participation of
the right holders in food security decision making processes and enhance right
holders resilience to climate change. To satisfy this set of objectives, an innovative
array of interventions are being promoted by the project which includes bee keeping,
village savings and loans group promotion, strengthening of Village Agriculture
Committees, crop diversification and irrigation among others. Notable strides
have been achieved towards fulfilling the set project agenda. Cumulatively, the
second year has registered about 30 % increase in right holder accessibility to
livelihood productive assets through direct project injection of activity raw material
and resultant of activities. Such assets include livestock, backyard garden and
agriculture inputs. Such achievement happened due to improved interface
between right holders and duty bearers and expanded livelihood base for women,
youth and men in the catchment. Furthermore, the project has enhanced right
holders capacity to adapt to climate change influences through economic
empowerment of over 4,000 right holders and promotion of crop diversification.
Generally, with other interventions such as the VACs formation, village savings
and loans groups about 25% right holder participation improvement rate has
been achieved in decision making processes. Generally, the project has a high
score for replicability and it has been revealed that economic empowerment of the
rural right holders hold a pivotal role in influencing access to productive assets and
service as well as on building resilience to climate shocks.
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In the year 2018, the project planned a number of activities which were successfully
executed. Some of the activities were continuation of 2017. The achievements are
categorised according to the project result areas and are as follows;

RA1: To increase knowledge and participation on food security issues.
1.
Supporting interface meetings between duty bearers and right holders
a.
The project supported two meetings where local structures (village
agriculture committees and village development committees) presented their
agriculture and food security issues to NGOs working in their area.
b.
The project also supported a debate where the local structures deliberated
on issues to do with better prices for their agriculture produce. The debate was
aired on ZODIAK and the result of the debate was that farm gate pricing
structure was developed by the government and is fair to the farmers

2.
Awareness campaigns on right to food.
Awareness campaigns were conducted to raise awareness of some of the issues to
do with agriculture in relation to right to food. The issues presented during the
campaigns were:
a.
Good agricultural practices e.g. early planting and planting drought
tolerant crops, how to prevent and treat fall armyworms, practicing
irrigation and post-harvest handling

b.

Introducing Local structures and duty bearers that exist in their areas
where communities can present agriculture and food security issues.

3.
Radio programmes
Radio programmes were aired on Zodiac to build capacity and empower listeners
as well as beneficiaries on right to food and food security. Right holders were
able to present food security issues to duty bearers through the programmes and
beneficiaries were able to explain what they have benefited from the project and
also able to teach some other practices to listeners through the programme.
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Local structures in one of
the meetings and debates

RA2: Empowering right holders socially and economically to realize their right
to food.
1.
Formation of village savings and loans groups
21 VSLs were formed consisting 323 members (all female),
5 agents were selected to monitor the groups and trained in VSL
concept
VSL were trained in group dynamics and business management
Orientation of right to food.
The groups shared their savings in December and the total average
portfolio for all the 21 group by December was 3,450 430 Malawi
kwacha
2.

3.

Self-help groups
Refresher trainings on the concept, book writers and community facilitators
Orientation of right to food
Trainings on good hygiene and backyard gardens and establishments
Learning visit to successful self-help group Chiyanjano from Mphinda
village T/A Kalolo in Lilongwe

Train farmers in farm market schools FMS
40 horticultures farmers were trained in farm market schools and they
have formed a group where they will market and sale their produce as a
group. These are lead farmers who will teach others to have groups and
sale their produce as groups

RA3: Building capacity of right holders to adapt their livelihoods to climate
variability and the impacts of climate change increased.
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1.

Promotion of solar irrigation farming
2 clubs were formed with 40 members of which 14 are men and
26 women
Each group was provided with 1solar floating pumps, 80 tins of red
creole onion seed, 30 bags of organic fertilizer (50kgs)
Trained in group dynamics, water and crop management and business
management
Oriented on right to food

2.

Promotion of climate smart agriculture
Village agriculture committees were trained in different agriculture
practices i.e. pit planting, manure making more especially Mbeya,
early planting and local ways of treating and preventing pest and
disease more especially fall army worm

3.

Promoting bee keeping
2016 formed bee keeping clubs were trained on farm market schools and
business management
Bee keepers were also trained to prevent and control natural resources
and they planted trees, each club was provided with 500,000 polythone
tubes
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SPISES

he marginalization of women is largely routed from our culture
and has consequently fueled the drop-out rate of girl students in
schools country wide. SPISES is a THREE years project whose
core quest is to arrest the rising drop-out rate of girl-students
in secondary schools by keeping girls in school and also by
bringing the dropouts back to school. The project has targeted twelve
Community Day Secondary schools in the Seven districts of Mzimba, Dowa,
Ntchisi, Ntcheu, Mchinji, Lilongwe and Neno.

The project seeks to keep girls in school by providing bursaries to those whose
parents can’t afford to support their education. In the first year we have embarked
on direct bursaries whilst in the second and third year we will give the target
schools Solar Irrigation Kits for use in their gardens to raise funds and borne the
educational expenses of the girls.
We have so far worked with the existing community structure. These people are
conversant with the people in their communities and know well who drop out
and the reasons for quitting. Upon successful training of the relevant stakeholders
in mother group establishment, sanitary pad making and menstrual hygiene,
bursary management and sexual reproductive health, we work with the mother
groups and girl alliances to bring back those that drop out due to early marriages
Fisd Challenge Cup
and premarital pregnancies.
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For those that drop out because of the long distance to school the project also has
a bicycle scheme to iron out the distance challenge.
The baseline survey reported financial constraint as one major factor limiting
girls and other vulnerable students from accessing education. In addressing this,
the project supported a total of 324 students through direct bursary in the year
2018. 63% of these students are female. In 2018 the project also managed to
install 8 solar powered irrigation systems at Ngowe, Chimteka, Chinziri, M’dika,
Nyangoza, Kanjiwa, Chikonde and Tsangano CDSSs. The Progress of full irrigation system installation is estimated at 66.7%. Land preparation, Nursery
preparation, and crop production are in progress. The area under irrigation at
Ngowe Garden is 70m X 35m it has 156 beds of Onion with an average of
129 onion per bed. In total, the project will have 20,124 onions and if each
could be sold at K50.00, a total of K 1,006,200.00 will be raised against a
total of K673, 000 which was spent on Inputs (seed, manure, fertilizer, security,
management, land preparation, sprayer etc). With this, a profit of K333, 200.00
will be made, and it can cover 3 terms fees for 11 students, or 1 term fees for 33
students

With the aim of challenging the prevalent low self-esteem in the female students,
inspirational and motivational talks by female speakers of various professions was
conducted in 8 schools Manyamula, Kanjiwa, Mnjiri, Emthuzini, Kanjiwa,
Nyangoza, M’dika and Chinziri.

Figure A

Figure B

To promote hygiene, hand washing materials (a total of 36 hand washing
facilities) were distributed in the schools and the project also achieved
production of 181 washable local sanitary pads out of which 81 were sold at a
very affordable price. The money raised was used for various purposes, for
instance in Chimteka, the money was used to buy more materials to make more
sanitary pads which were sold and the proceeds were used to buy supplies for
needy students in the boarding school.
Finally, In the year 2018, 11 sessions on sexual and reproductive health were
conducted in 8 schools. The activity aimed at raising awareness to students on
Gender and Education, Children’s rights towards Education and other areas,
HIV/AIDS, Sexual and Reproductive Health (SRH). A total of 1797
students (965 Females and 716 Males) were sensitized.
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Figure A: Mentorship
session
Figure A: Mother group
Members making sanitary
pads

A

Success Story

nnet Kalumbi is one of the beneficiaries of the
SPISES project. She is 15 years old, and in form
2 at Chimteka CDSS in Mchinji. Her home is over
10km away from school. This made her school life
difficult. Annet moved away from home to stay near
the school in self boarding hostels at the age of 14. The project has
helped her to lodge in the school hostels on campus.
"I was doing self-boarding which made me almost give up on school but
thank God for coming to my rescue with the bursary through SPISES
project. I Am now in a school boarding where I don't think of what I am
going to eat after classes unlike in the past when I was staying with my
friends as we were doing self-boarding away from home. This has
encouraged me more that I will pull up my socks and continue doing
well in class." She said.

FISD Finance for Agriculture Development (FIFAD)
For purposes of ensuring increased access to financing among small holder
irrigation farmers, FISD registered a micro-credit arm in 2014. There are many
micro-credit institutions in Malawi; however, many of these institutions demand
collaterals that many rural communities can hardly provide to access the cash
loans for SMEs. But FISD Micro-credit Project is designed to provide not only
the microloans services, but agribusiness skills too. The owners of Micro-credit
Project perceive an unfulfilled client need for cash loans, business opportunities
and skills development to overcome poverty while providing strong client
attention services. Using this strategy, Micro-credit Project of FISD gains
significant market share and create critical long-term relationships with its
targeted clients. Fisd fund seeks to empower vulnerable communities through
implementation of demand driven interventions. The Mission for this financial
entity is to provide affordable financial services in a financially sustainable and
responsible manner.

Since its inception, FISD Fund has made significant strides and has transformed
many lives. In the just ended financial year (2018), FISD fund kick-started its
journey towards becoming a deposit taking microfinance institution. FISD Fund
applied for a deposit taking financial institution license under the name FISD
Finance for Agriculture Development (FIFAD), a company which was
registered in 2018 to trade as a deposit taking micro finance institution and later
to graduate to a commercial agricultural bank. FIFAD also managed to extend
its clientele footprint across all regions and opened up its life transforming
products to civil servants.
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FISD Fund: Women and Sustainable Energy Project
alawi ranks among the least developed nations with the
economy relying mostly on rain-fed agriculture. Several
issues affect the country’s industrialization and economic
transformation, including energy power and limited access
to finance for investments. Most of the population (89%)
depend on biomass for energy and cannot afford the loan interest rates of 20-40%
offered by financial institutions. Females constitute a great portion of the population.
These women face challenges such as limited productivity and income due to their
restricted ownership of productive resources such as land, other inputs, labor and credit.

FISD Fund with funding from Christian Aid started implementing the Women
and Sustainable Energy (WOSE) project in 2018. The project aims at breaking
the finance for investment barriers by promoting women entrepreneurship in
sustainable energy value chains through innovative approaches in coordination
with Eagles Relief and Development Programme Malawi. WOSE project is
innovatively promoting women entrepreneurship in the Sustainable Energy
sector through established Women-Led Sustainable Energy Enterprises
(WLSEEs) by breaking the barriers.

By the end of the first half of 2018 the project managed to identify and select
groups, assess capacity needs of the identified groups and facilitate group dynamics
training. In the second half of 2018 the project assisted the beneficiaries with
development of business plans, development of business plans and financial
models, improvement of business plans and final plans, business skills training
and facilitation of the WLSEEs to have bank accounts. In the same half funds
were transferred to WLSEEs accounts.
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Capacity needs assessment
session in
Mangochi

